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THE EAST G  INSTEAD Soc IETY 

The Society was founded in April 1968 to protect and improve the 
amenities of East Grinstead and its environs. 	The town has a long 
history and a unique architectural heritage, and represents a trust 
placed for the time being in the hands of our generation. 	It should 
be our concern to ensure that such contributions as we in our turn 
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future. 
The strength of such a society lies in the extent to which it can be 
seen to represent public opinion: the larger its membership the 
greater its influence will be. 

The Society arrangs regular meetings for talks, discussions and 
films and produces a twice-yearly bulletin of its news and of 
articles of local interest, 	In May 1969 it produced.a special re- 
port on the High Street conservation area which has been well receiv - 
ed as the basis for the formñlation of future policy. 	It has also 
been very active in making representations to the local council on 
planning matters, influencing, for example, the treatment of the site 
in front of Sackville College. 

The subscription is 10 shillings a year; additional members in 
the same family 5 shillings. 	If you are not already a member please 
consider joining, by using one of the forms below or by writing for 
further information to the Secretaries ,Mr & Mrs Rudel, Peredur Home 
School, East Grinstead. 

cut here 

TO Mr B.Castleton, Honorary Treasurer, East Grinstead Society, 
Barclay's Bank, High Street, East Grins tead. 

I wish to become a member of the East Grinstead Society and enclose 
the sum of ten shillings as my subscription for this year. 

NAME ........ .........................(Please print name & address) 

ADDRESS. . . . . . . ............• • ............................' ........ 

SIGNED.........................DATE . ....................• .19... 

cut here 

BANKER'S ORDER 

(Please fill in 
here name & ad- 

.......... dress of your Bank) 

Please place to the credit of THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY at Barclay's
e  Bank Ltd., High Street, East Grinstead on receipt of this order 

cm the first of January each year the sum of 

£ 

Name & Address 
(please print) 

(State in words 
the actual amount 
you wish to pay) 

I 	2d, 
-- 	Signature ....... ...................... 

(across stamp) 	
L

Stamp 

....,. 
Date 

When complete this form should be sent to the ilon.Treasurer, Mr B. 
Castleton, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead for paying in. 
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GR-LNSTEAD SOCIETY Number 1: September 1970 

EXECUTIVE COMNJ-TTEE 

Chairman 	Mr P.D.WOOD, 29 High Street, East Grinstead. 
Vice-Chairman Mr B.C.THOMPSON, Nenthorne East, Ashurst Wood. 
Hon.Treasurer Mr B.CASTLETON, Barclays Bank, High Street, E.Grinstead. 
Secretaries 	Mr & Mrs S.W.Rudel, Peredur Home School, E.Grinstead. 

AND Councillor E.RIJSHMAN Mrs M.L.DEMPSTER; Mrs W.INGWERSEN; Mr M.J. 
LEPPARD,M.A.; Mr I.D.MAR6ARY,M.A.,F.S.A.; Mr S.PAGE; Mr K.PETERS; 
Mr S.THAIR. 

Subscriptions and appl 4 cat -ions for membership should be sent to the 
Treasurer, matter for the Bulletin to Mr Leppard (10A, London Road, 
East Grinstead) and all other correspondence to the Secretaries, in-
cluding notice of change of address and suggestions for activities. 

EDITORIAL 	 - 	- 

The continuing growth and prosperity of our Society is reflected 
4n the enlarged size of this issue of our Bulletin and in our decis-
4 on to publish in future not twice a year but in January, May and 
September. We have also paid the local business whose staff types 
and duplicates the Bulletin £5 for each issue so far produced. We 
are very grateful to them for not asking to be paid until our re-
sources had built up (and then at such a reasonable rate) and to 
their staff for producing it so carefully. 	It is hoped that all 
readers will find something of value in each number and will not hes- 
itate to pass on their comments. 	For convenience a form for this 
purpose will be found on the back cover. 	If they will also pass on 
the front cover to someone who may be interested in joining we are 
more likely to be strong enough to do all that everyone could wish, 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

Uns1gned contributions are the jo 4 nt work of the Chairman, Sec-
retaries and Editor. 	Opinions  expressed in signed articles are not 
ne.essar4ly those of anyone but their authors. - In fact In this is-
sue the Committee is happy to approve the appearance (if not the en-
tire contents) of two articles on matters on which It has no official 
policy but would be glad to get informed discussion going. 	Members' 
reactions are invited asguidance if it is thought we should do any -
thing about either. - Both are by members who spend most of their 
lives outside the town, giving them no doubt a more disinterested 
(and unrealistic?Y view  than if their work and pockets were affected. 
One, on the shopping precinct, is by a newly-qualified architectural 
student. 	The other is a one-man report on the parish churchyard, 
the only public part of the Conservation Area to be left out of our 
High Street Report of May 1969. 

NEXT NUMBER 

As we welcome several new contributors in this number so we hope 
to print the work of some more In January. We already have to hand 
some reminiscences -of the town in the early part of the century from 
Mrs M.Dempster; we hope to have an architectural and historical piece 
on Moat Church, which celebrates its centenary this year, and some 
more about the development of the town centre and we intend to pub-
lish some more 'Local Lore' as well as the usual news. 	If there is 
a demand there will be a competition. 	Contributions, comments and 
suggestions to the Editor by 18 December please. 

FUTURE MEETINGS 

Please book the date of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: Thursday 1 
October. There will probably be another meeting In November or Dec-
ember. A J.wLcape architect from BrTghton College of Art has been 
s11gg(tod ag a suitable speaker. 	Any other ideas? 



4. 
NEWS AND NOTES 

1: MEETINGS 

COMING DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TOWN were comprehensively introduced on 12 
March by the Council's Surveyor, Mr Anthony KILBY, after which -- he 
faced a running fire of questions and comment from the floor with the 
greatest composure and good humour. We all enjoyed a most lively 
evening and learnt a good deal. 	A book token was presented to the 
winner of our last competition, Mr T.Leggat. 	(Answers p.14) 

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY was the subject of a fascinating talk on 30 
April by Mr K.LESLIE of the Sussex -L.A.  Study Group. 	He showed sev- 
eral slides- _of local interest, including the tilt-hammer found at 
Dunnings Mill and now waiting to be displayed at the Weald and Down- 
land Open Air Museum at West Dean. 	(See p.18 for some I.A. news.) 

A VLSJT TO STANDEN was enjoyed 
June thanks to the kindness of 
(See p.5 for an Appreciation.) 

by over 80 members and friends on 17 
our member Miss H.Beale, its owner. 

Our thanks again for coffee-making to Mrs Cheal, Mrs Leppad and Mrs 
Huggett (to whom we apologise for omitting her name last time), 

2: COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

The Commtteemet on 23 January, 17 April, 9and 21 July at the 
Friends' Meeting House (for which no charge i5 made but 10/- Is do-
nated each time). 	The subjects discussed are all mentioned some- 
where in these pages. 	At the request of the Civic Trust we sent our 
objections and opinions on the proposed increase in the size of 
lorries to assist its representations to the Ministry of Transport. 

3: PLANNING 

TUDOR HOUSE, High Street (Tooths) -has been up for sale 	Concerned 
for Its - safety we wrote to the Chief Inspector of Ancient Buildings, 
Ministry of Housing and Local Government to ask if It had been re-
listed in a higher category and when the revised list was to be pub-
lished. 	The Inspector, Mr Antony Dale, replied that it Is now Grade 
±1 (protected) and that he had written to advise the local authority 
In advance of publication. 	Any purchaser will now have to go 
through the full listed building' procedure before making any alter.- 
ations. 	(See our Sept.1969 Issue for an explanation of the system.) 

The seventy new houses to be built onHARWOODS FARM at the end of - 

Morton Road are all to be four bedroom detahed types of_conventional 
(not to say hackneyed) design. 	Drawings can be seen at the Council 
Offices. 	It might have been worse. 	They are inoffensive. 

ST MARGARET'S LOOP. 	Having objected to both the type of refuse pro- 
posed and the site we have_appointed two members, as a positive act, 
to investigate better places and methods, co-operating as appropriate 
with the Ratepayers' Association, No more can be said here that may 
not be out-of-date by the time  It reaches you. 

GATWICK EXPANSJ-ON. We have given £5 to the Gatwick -'Area Coñservaf-
ion Campaign and commend the leaflet enclosed. Again anything said 
may soon be out-of-date, but there Is a brief comment on p.19. 

4: MEMBERSHIP 

We welcome Worthing PublIc Library and new Individual members. _ Our 
total membership is now about 16? 13 At the Committee's request Mr S. 
F.Knowles Is looking Into the problems and possibilities of junior 
membership and links with schools. -  We congratulate our member Mr E. 
Rushman on being elected Chairman of the U.D.C. and ourselves on the 
fact that our interests are shared In high places. 



5. 
STANDEN: AN APPRECIATION 

by J.A.Smithies 

Right at the start of the Society's visit  to Standen on the eve-
ning of 17 June there were two clear indications of the quality of 
the enjoyment to follow: the genuine warmth of the welcome from the 
owner, Miss Beale, and the efficiency of the arrangements made to 
show a very large party round the house and gardens. 

The house was built for the present owner's father by Philip 
Webb in 1891-+ and is entirely characteristic of that architect, of 
whom Professor H.S.Goodhart-Rendel in his English Architecture from 
the Regency to the Present Day (1953)  writes: 

'There is Tndeedno evidence that any complex composition was 
within either his ambition or his capacity. 	An attempt therefore to 
represent him as an architect of powers equal with those of Butter-
field would be imprudent, and the comparison between the two 
was in respect only of certain characteristic preferences in form 
that both seem to have shared. 	These preferences in Webb -were so 
marked and so narrow as to give not only_a strng tang of personal 
flavour but a valuable unity ini expression to his often naively corn- 
posed compositions. 	Any sensitive architect must feel the awkward 
charm and the singularity of his wrk, but his ultimate importance in 
history is likely to derive less from _what he built himself than from 
the example that he set to others in his care for minute detail both 
in design and in prcess of workmanship. 

'In nearly everything he did can be traced his -preferences for 
compact and bulky masses, for long ranges of similar gables, for 
tall, almost ungainly, windows, and for simple massive chimneys.' 

These remarks can be applied quite rainy to Standen, although, 
of course, they give no idea of_the quality of the house as a home. 
In this latter respect - it was most interesting to see how the virtues 
of the architect's design contributed to domestic comfort and a sense 
of quite unpretentious distinction. 

- Perhaps the mosE remarkable charm of the house is fhe fact f hat 
the -interior decorations have remained unchanged since it was built: 
indeed -much of the wallpaper and soft furnishings are those provided 
by William Morris for his friend in 1892. 	t was particularly in- 
teresting to inspect the original electric light fittings and_enjoy 
the variety of fireplaces Webb provided. 	One cannot but be - grateful 
to the Beale family for preserving so carefully a remarkable interior 
during the decades when its style was distinctly out of fashion. 

The evening was a heavy and gloomy one and not perhaps the best 
time to see the large garden with its extensive shrubberies, but no-
thing could spoil the lovely view across the reservoir. 

Miss Beale is a remarkable hostess. 	Not only did she seem 
pleased to welcome a horde of people tramping round her home but she 
was most willing to answer an interminable stream of questions with a 
liveliness that made it quite clear to us that what we were visiting 
was indeed a home and not just a carefully preserved building. 	To 
her and to the relatives and friends of the family who acted as 
guides we offer our sincere thanks for a most enjoyable evening. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: There are illustrated accounts of 9tanden in Country 
Life for 26 Feb. & 5 Mar,  1970  and Pevsner's Buildings of England: 
Sussex (1965).) 

WHAT? NO COMPETITIONCOMPETITIONCOMPETITIONCOMPETITkONCOMPETITION? NO. 

The entries for our two competitions so far were so few that it seems 
best to discontinue them. 	But if you disagree we'll try again. 
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THE PROPOSED LONDON ROAD SHOPPING PRECINCT: A REASONED SCHEME 

byS.Page 	 - 

Whenever a bu.idingpFoject is announced the public Is_faced  by 
apparently arbitrary decisions taken without Its knowledge, comments 
or assistance. This situation is forced on local authorities and de-
velopers largely by the desire to preclude speculation and profiteer-
-tngon land values. This article uses a scheme produced as a thesis 
project at the Department of Architecture, Brighton College of Art as 
an illustration of the design process. 

THE SITUATiON 

it has long been known that the London Road/West Street/Queens 
Road triangle was due for development. 	It Is the only 'area for fur- 
ther study' on the Town Centre Map. 	On the East Sussex Development 
Plan it is marked for business and residential purposes. 	From ths 
and from local press statements we may assume that two or more land 
owners are in a position to co-operate in developing it as a shopping 
precinct. 	Using adjacent sites under different ownership presents 
diplomatic problems but the opportunity for a new focus of cohesive 
buildings is not to be missed. 	 - 

Though executing town centre schemes has often meant -executing a 
town's personality also we should remember that the Georgian squares, 
arcades and crescents were largely speculative. -  We are left with a 
Schizophrenic attitude to developers._ We cry 'Shame!' at their ex-
cesses yet preserve free enterprise and commercial gain as the gods of 
our age. 	'It costs too much' -epitomises the reaction to aesthetics, 
the antithesis-  of humanity and luxury. 	Private owners are not ob- 
liged to provide public amenities, local authorities feel morally 
bound to have a positive bank balance, people individually want pro-
fits and fight purchase orders. 

SITE ANALYS-LS 

The shopping length of London Road follows a double cure broken 
by three roads. 	The views downhill are v-sually  closed by its slope 
and curves, the southern end by Judges Terrace. 	It reached its pre- 
sent state in a post war twilight,  too close in time for us to notice 
any particular character. 	The largest single  element is the tarmac 
road. 	The shops are a discordant collect -Ton unrelated to any local 
tradition or discipline. 	Laissez-faire development has left it with 
no amenities but those which control traffic: crossings, road signs, 
lamp standards and traffic lights. 	But shelters, seats, phone boxes, 
sculpture and plants are non-existent. 	- 

_Thus, with the High Street and extensions in side roads, the com-
mercial nucleus of the town Is an example of the commonest shopping 
environment: buildings and pavements symmetrically lining traffic 
routes related to other needs. 	Till  this century through traffic was 
not dominant. -. Now the inhabitants have no control over a road whose 
use as a through route is determined by the numbers of lorries_leav 4 ng 
Newhaven or trippers visiting Eastbourne. 	Such corridor streets show 
all possible faults in cross circulation. 	The constant traffic flow 
and crossing dangers create pedestrian uncertainties and discomfort 
and do not encourage shoppers to linger. 

- London Road's failure Is partly due to service vehicles operating 
in the public environment entailing deliveries from the roadside, and 
refuse collection too, -with its attendant fouling of pavements. 	For 
most shops have only small back areas for waste or storage. Such 
service areas as do exist are uniformly untidy, full -of cars, over 
signposted and damaged by vehicles. 	Those on the east are entered 
direct from London Road so that heavy lorries block it as they man- 
oeuvre -Ta. 	Other traders have to share public car parks, which are 
numerous (and so the infrequent bus services cannot rival private - 
cars' - speed and flexibility). 	Newer flats may have garage space be- 
fi -' nd but still have to join an arterial road where through traffic is 
mpatlent to pass and shopping traffic impatient to park. 
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TOWARDS A SOLUTION 

Detailed analyses of several shopping areas representing differ-
ent environmental solutions led to these main conclusions: 
1. Service traffic, local traffic and pedestrians must be separated; 
2. Some form of canopy is the next most important amenity; 
3. To provide interest differing functions must be brought together. 

DESIGN BRIEF 

Obviously proposals for a commercial scheme have to be economic-
ally sound. Whereas private developers may use only the response of 
prospective tenants (who may not materialise at the letting stage - a 
very common cause of wasteful over-development) the feasibility of 
these proposals was assessed statistically using figures from local 
surveys and reports, especially the expected growth of the East Grin-
stead catchment area to 35,000 by 1980. 

Other amenities were suggested by townspeople and their viability 
assessed by interviewing potential clients. As the most useful and 
the most likely to attract people to the site were selected: 
A park for +OO cars; 
A new (replacement) branch library, with Citizens' Advice Bureau; 
A playground to occupy children while mothers shop; 
Public lavatories; 
A club cinema for 100-150 sublet to local organisations by the U.D. 

Council. 
A cafe; 
Retaining Zion Chapel and Manse as an old people's club or public 

meeting rooms; 
'Kiosks' for small traders; 
Some residential accommodation. 

THE DESIGN 

The Town Centre Map would be amended to include eventually the 
whole High Street, London Road south of no 38 and parts of West 
Street and Ship Street in a pedestrian priority precinct. 	London 
Road from the Post Office to no 38 would form a second phase, the 
Queens Hall and Social Institute a third. 	It is hoped that all bus- 
iness and commercial needs in residential areas would congregate in 
this nucleus, freeing Cantelupe Road and others from the blight of 
piecemeal conversion to offices. 

The focus of the town is in the high point at the London Road/High 
Street junction. 	This suggests that Queens Road be used as a ser- 
vice road giving access to a basement storey and West Street and Lon-
don Road as pedestrian access to a higher level shopping precinct. 
Cars can park at any one of four levels, a lift or stairs leading the 
occupants to the pedestrian deck. Here they can leave children in 
the playground, visit the library and meander round a series of in-
timate spaces, perhaps having coffee on the terrace before going on 
to the High Street and London Road. The lavatories and C.A.B. are 
where strangers can easily find them. Cinemagoers can park at the 
lowest level and walk under the playground. The aged or disabled 
can reach the precinct without using stairs, car park spaces being 
reserved for them at that level, where also are the public buildings 
(with wheelchair cubicles in the lavatories). 	Public seats are pro- 
vided for waiting or relaxing. 

OVER TO YOU 

This is only a summary of a year's full-time work on what will be 
the most important development here since the coming of the railway. 
If planned properly it will be the first recognition of the new stan-
dards we deserve in our environment. 	I hope people will forward 
their comments to me or the editor. It should then be possible to 
write an article showing the results of public participation: an in-
dication of the direction in which you wish your town to travel 
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11. 
REMINISCENCES OF EAST GRINSTEAD 

by the Rev.J.Harrison 

In 1893  at the age of 7 I moved to East Grinstead from Devonport 
with my father, mother and sister. My father had been appointed 
Warden of Sackville College by Lord De La Warr in response to a re-
quest from H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh whose medical attendant my 
father had been in Devonport. 	He bought the practice of Dr Covey 
the previous Warden. At first we lived in Sackville House near the 
Dorset Arms. 	It was a delightful house. When the College was 
ready we moved in. 	I think the things I liked best were the Chapel, 
the Hall, the quadrangle and the well. 	It was great fun watching 
the porter drawing up the enormous bucket every day. 

In 1894  the Rev.R.B.iatson started a day school, which he called 
the Modern School, in Cantelupe Road. 	I went there. 	Mr Matson had 
a very hasty temper and a beard. He was a very good teacher but 
could be very violent. 	He kept us all in order. 	He started put- 
ting on a Shakespeare play at the Christmas Prizegiving and got a 
clever lady to train us. 	I have a photograph of myself as Junius 
Brutus in Julius Caesar. 	My best part was Shylock. 	Having passed 
the entrance exam I went to Westminster School when I was 12 or 13. 
Mr Matson's school was very popular. 	A lot of tradesmen's Sons went 
there and a few of the 'gentry'. 	They were queer days. 	I never 
could understand why I wasn't allowed to go to the tradesmen's houses 
for tea or ask my friends their sons to come and see me. 

The Vicar, the Ftev.D.Y.Blakiston, had a wife and two daughters 
who were known as 'the young ladies'. 	In church he was hopeless. 
You couldn't hear what he said unless the Bishop was there 	I al- 
ways found him very friendly out of church. He had a series of Cur-
ates, of whom Mr Hunt, who was Irish, used to preach eloquently. In 
those days everyone who was anyone went to church or chapel. We had 
to. The seats each had a label at the end saying who sat there, and 
woe betide you if you got into the wrong seat. 	All the gentry were 
there. 	I remember several of them sat down when the Athanasian 
Creed started. We always had it on the set days. 	The service was 
Mattins with lots of chants and the sermon usually lasted 1+0 minutes. 
I expect I should have shot off as soon as I could but fortunately 
they built St Mary's and my mother, being broadminded, took me there 
to see what it was like. We went on our tricycles. Mr Handford, 
the Vicar, had a simple sung Communion and only wore a white alb, not 
full vestments, but even then people wrote to the Bishop about him 
After that I went to St Mary's every Sunday. 	In those days East 
Grinstead was a very protestant place. 	You will remember what a 
rotten time poor Dr Neale had at the College. 	Of course some Prot- 
estant martyrs were burnt on the slope in the High Street. 

The shops were very good in my time. 	Johnsons the tailors, for 
instance, and Wilcox at the corner going up to the parish Church. 
His sons wer€ at the Modern School and were friends of mine. 	One 
was called Cornwall! 	There was a very good shop in Middle Row - I 
can't remember the name of the ladies who ran it. 

One of the pleasant memories is the Town Band. 	It was an ex- 
cellent brass band and took part in all the local ceremonies. 	Some- 
times it would be asked to play at a funeral in the Cemetery and you 
could hear the Dead March in Saul at the other side of the town. 	It 
won first prize at a competition at a town in the south of Sussex, 
probably Brighton, and when it came back late in the evening marched 
from the station right up through the town. We leant out of a win-
dow and cheered. 

The Cricket Club was pretty good in those days. As you know it 
has a beautiful ground; one side looks over to Ashdown Forest. We 
had a splendid pro, Alf.Payne, who used to play for Sussex. 	He 
taught me cricket. 	I can hear him now saying, 'Come right out to 
they balls'. 	He was very pleased when I got a hundred against a 
London team when I was 17. 
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In winter the Association Football Club played there. 	It was 
quite a good side and there was always a good crowd. 	I was always 
in it till I went into the Bank of England. 	(I was secretary of the 
Bank's Soccer Club for 25 years, during which we won the A.F.A Cup 
twice, and of its Cricket Club for 13, so East Grinstead had trained 
me well.) When I used to watch East Grinstead there was one player 
who stood out, E.P.Whitley Hughes, a solicitor and Clerk to the Magi-
strates, who had played for Wales. He was very tall and strong but 
had small feet. The way he dribbled was remarkable. He played 
back or centre half. 	It was a sad day when he had to give up. 

There were some distinguished people around East Grinstead at 
that time, 	Lady Musgrave was at Hurst an Clays. Her husband had 
been Governor General or something important in Australia. Then 
there was Dr Stewart (Sir Edward) who married Lady Philippa, a sister 
of the Duke of Norfolk. 	The Duke opened the new Post Office (1896). 
One of the most important people in the tcwn was Mr W.H.Hills who ran 
the East Grinstead Observer. 	It was an excellent local weekly. Mr 
Hills never missed a thing and went to no end of trouble to get news. 

The Cottage Hospital in those days was in the road leading o 
the Cemetery, and very good it was. 	My father died there. 

p.LS/ 
St Margaret's Convent was quite a big place and had an excelleht 

girls' school, boarding and day. 	My father and I used to go there 
for the Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve. 

Looking back what strikes me most is how kind people were to me 
I was rather a nervous boy but they all looked after me and as I grew 
older I had friends in all walks of life. 	The town was, I think, 
well run by people who were really interested in it and I was very 
sorry to leave. 

BLACKWELL HOLLOW 

by P .D .Wood 

Following the queries in our last issue several members have 
asked for information about the now illegible plaque set in the bank 
at the foot of Blackwell Hollow. 	The inscription was: 

'A strip of land including this bank was bought and dedicated to 
East Grinstead in 1894 by Charles Henry Gatty LL.D. of Feibridge 
Place in order to preserve for ever to this town the amenity of 
a beautiful approach to its principal street. 	This tablet is 
erected in 1913  in gratitude for his generosity.' 

Shortly after its erection A.H.Hastie, a local solicitor, wrote 
to the East Grinstead Observer: 'There is an imperfect knowledge of 
the facts. The statement on the tablet is quite inaccurate. The 
strip was conveyed directly to the Local Board on 5 Dec.1894 by the 
Trustees of the Marriott Estate with stringent covenants as to pre-
servation, for the sum of £100 and timber at valuation.' 

Mr H,C .Jones, the Clerk to the Council, comments that Hastie was 
a little hard, because, while it is true that the land was conveyed 
directly to the Local Board, Dr Gatty bore the whole of the costs. 
This was practically the last piece of business undertaken by the Lo-
cal Board before its supersession by the U.D.C. on 1 January 1895. 

The land is still vested in the Council, from Cranston Road down 
to Blackwell Road, save for a six foot strip at each end. 	The re- 
strictions are still in force and include the preservation of trees 
and land in their natural state, the prohibition of building or lay-
ing paths, and restrictions on buildings and walls over five feet 
high on certain immediately adjacent land. The Council is also to 
use its best endeavours to prevent spoliation by others. 



OUR CHURCHYARD 

by M.J.Leppard 
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Where can you see historical records and works of art exposed to 
all weathers, ill-cared for and, often, trampled underfoot? 	In East 
Grinstead's ancient Churchyard (and others up and down the country). 
Harsh words? Not so. 	Gravestones are biographical and genealogical 
records, usually contemporaneous with those they commemorate. True 
we have a copy of all the inscriptions (the law requires it, together 
with a plan of their positions) but that is no reason not to care for 
the originals. 	More important they are a form of 'folk art' lasting 
some two hundred years from their first appearance about 1660 till im-
ported stone and changing sentiment killed off regional traditions. 
East Grinstead is doubly fortunate. 	The Churchyard was closed in 
1868, just in time to preserve it from alien intrusions (contrast the 
Queens Road Cemetery) and it has a particularly large collection rep- 
resenting the whole history of the art. 	Mrs Esdaile, the authority 
on English Church Monuments, made a full study of them which was 
printed in early editions of the Church guide (not the current one), 
to which the reader is referred. 	(There is a copy at the public Lib- 
rary.) 	Of particular note is a caveo-relievo carving by Jonathan 
Harmer (1821). But the reader can easily go to see for himself the 
local masons' fine proportions, symbolic carving, elegant lettering 
and quaint epitaphs which all abound. 

He can see too the municipal recreation ground style of lawns, 
flower beds and seats allowed to encroach on one corner; the tarmac 
paths replacing those of local bricks; the effect of uprooting memori-
als made of soft local sandstone, some used as paving, and the decad-
ent state of some still upright; the 'Berlin Wall' (as I have heard it 
called) of the new memorial to Dr Neale; the starkness of the Church 
after so many trees have been cut down; and the heavy-handed function-
less 'lychgate' erected in a style and materials wholly out of keeping 
with both the Church and the gravestones. 

More harsh words? They might be if they were just my private 
fads, but they are not. 	Not only lovers of the old or beautiful and 
all sorts of 'experts' agree but also the Church's official Church-
yards Handbook (C.I.0., 1962 9  6/-), which see for advice on conserva-
tion, guidance on new work and a statement of the law. 

So whocan we blame? The diocesan authorities, from whom facul-
ties are required for alterations? But most people's experience is 
that they exercise a very tight conservationist control. 	The Church 
Council and the Incumbent? But they handed over responsibility to 
the U.D.C. in 192 (as the law allows, since a churchyard is a public 
amenity in which all residents have rights). 	The tJ.D.C.? But its 
powers are limited, and so are its finances. 	That might mean higher 
rates. 	The descendants of those buried, for they are responsible for 
their ancestors' gravestones? But they might all be dead, or miles 
away, or even you and I. 

It is a difficult situation. 	If you think something could and 
should be done, after going to have a look for yourself, please write 
to say what you suggest. 

Finally, for what it is worth as some sort of consolation, a 
letter to the press on this very subject mentioned broken bottles, 
brickbats and oyster shells; 'a stampede of fat sheep', manure on the 
paths, tombstones snapped by prurient rams; 'so large a cartload of 
twitch shot under the boundary wall at E.N.E.'; trampled mounds and a 
man renovating an inscription who dug a pit to get himself on the 
right level. 	That was in 1868, just before the closure. 	Next year 
the same writer complained: 'Unless some limit be fixed to the plant- 
ing of trees and shrubs ... 	its appearance will be ruined for ever. 
It will become a mere nurseiy garden.' 
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EAST GRLNSTEAD LThRARY: LOCAL HISTORY COLLECTION 

by Mrs Ann Lloyd, Branch Librarian 

In recent years there has been arl increasing demand for informa-
tion on the history of the town, particularly from people working on 
local history projects. 	Although East Grinstead and its Environs 
(1885) and W.H.Hills History of East Grinstead (1906) are an invalu-
able introduction they lack photographic illustrations which can be 
so interesting, especially for comparisons and to show the town's 
growth. 

When St Swithun's Church tower was spring-cleaned late last year 
there came to light a picture frame containing many old postcard-size 
views of the town, presented to the Church in 191+7 by a local corn 
merchant. 	It was offered to the Library (via this Society) for dis- 
play. Unfortunately it was too large, so all the photographs have 
been removed, mounted, indexed and placed in a file. 

In addition Mr P.D.Wood brought to my notice the existence of a 
superb album of photographs of the town compiled over many years by 
Harold Connold, the well-known local photographer. 	It was his wish 
that it should be given to the town, and his daughter, in whose care 
it had been left, kindly agreed that the Library would be the best 
place for it. 	It contains a wide range of pictures, including some 
coins found in East Grinstead. 

Mr Wood is making his own collection of old maps and documents 
available for selective photostat copying. 

An appeal in the local press for more pictures was not very 
fruitful as most people who had anything of interest were reluctant 
to part with it, though several brought some for me to see. 

I am pleased to report that the collection can be seen on re-
quest and is in steady use, particularly by schools. 	I hope its in- 
terest and size will increase with time. 	Perhaps you can help? 

EUROPEAN CONSERVATION YEAR 

Our Vice-Chairman, Mr B.Thompson, volunteered to collect ideas 
for a Society project. 	The following came up: 

1: An invitation from the U.D.C. to be responsible for flower beds on 
the Playfield border of College Lane. We are seeking clarification 
of what exactly would be involved. 

2: The state of the Churchyard (See p.13). 	We await reactions. 

3: The state of the four Bowbells milestones in the Urban District 
(cf. p.18). 	We have written to the U.D.C. asking who is responsible 
for their upkeep. 

(An official booklet of jejune suggestions may be had of the Nature 
Conservancy, 19,  Belgrave Square, London, S.W.l) 

Meanwhile we commend an exhibition One Square Mile being put on 
in East Grinstead on )-. November by the Soil Association. Mrs Angus 
Maude will speak on Conservation and Urban Development and show the 
film A River Must Live. Information and posters from Mr S.W.Rudel, 
Peredur Home School, East Grinstead. 

ANSWERS TO OUR LAST COMPETITION: lb 2a; 3b; 1+c 5c; 6b-,7a; 8c; 9b 
lOc. 
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A LEGENDARY FAMILY 

by M.J.Leppard 

Why does the town of East Grinstead resemble a hospital? 
Because it contains so many Pains. 

Our 1885 guidebook East Grinstead & Its Environs quotes this as 
'an obsolete conundrum'. 	Its truth is asserted by M.A.Lower's edit- 
orial note to J.C.Stenning's Notes on East-Grinstead in vol.20 of the 
Sussex Archaeological Collections (1868): 'I once had occasion to 
search for the pedigree of a branch of the family of Payne in the 
parish registers and the Lewes will-registry, but so extremely numer-
ous were the entries of the name that the embarras de richesse ap-
palled me. After making hundreds of extracts I gave up the hunt in 
utter despair; 	(W.H.Hills was more successful. 	See pp.71f.,82-5 
& 190-8 of his History for the factual story.) 

But the family lives on, not only in the flesh but in legend 
too. 	Stories of 'Old Payne' are still told locally. 	Here are two: 

Old Payne was in a pub down Forest Row one evening when a ter- 
rible thunderstorm come on. 	'Never mind', says the landlord, 'you 
can stay here the night.' 	Well after a bit he notices Old Payne's 
missing. 	But a bit later he burst in through the door, wet through. 
'I just run home to tell the missus I shan't be back tonight.' 

One day Old Payne had some apples in his pocket. 	'Guess how 
many,' he says to someone, 'and you can have all five.' 

Perhaps readers can supply some others? 

A century ago there was 'a sort of saying ...4 when a man 
speaks gruffly: "He talks like Old Payne."' 	It was assumed by Sten- 
ning, our authority for it, to refer to John Payne of Legsheath, 
Sheriff of Sussex in 1738,  who was (he says) still remembered for al-
ways wearing his full uniform in public, even at market, for in his 
opinion the dignity of his office required it. 

Whether.that be true or not ) 'Old Payne' clearly emerged as a 
composite character to whom all the local funny stories could appro-
priately refer, both because the name was so common and because some 
of the family were, it seems, rather simple. Witness this extract 
from Edward Steer's reminiscences of the town in c.1856-60, published 
in 1899  in the East Grinstead Observer: 

'I must not begin to write' of the late Mr Robert Payne 'as a 
column might be filled with funny sayings and doings attributed to 
him. One must suffice. Passing Mr.William Pearless one day, so 
the story goes, Bob, as he was called, said to that gentleman, "Do 
you want to buy any good apples, Mr.Pearless?" 	"I don't think I do" 
he replied. 	On which Payne observed, "They are good keeping apples, 
Mr.Pearless, and I shouln't want to sell them, only they are going 
off so."' 

VALE, ALMA MATER 

The centenary of state intervention in education seems to be be-
ing marked locally chiefly by the ending of the independent existence 
of the town's Grammar School. 	Its involvement with local community 
life may necessarily have been limited and it had attained no great 
academic reputation in the educational world, partly no doubt because 
so short lived and partly from not wanting to be a forcing house. 
Nonetheless high standards were set and attained and in its 42 years 
it gave many local children a good start in the world (the more suc- 
cessful tending inevitably to move away). 	It had (at least in my 
time) a happy atmosphere with unobtrusive discipline and was gradual- 
ly building up its traditions. 	One hopes the best in it may sur- 
vive, with the best of Imberhorne. 

M.J OLEPPARD 
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EAST GRINSTEAD -- LOOKING WEST. 

These two charming and rather awkward drawings are 
two of W.R.Pepper's illustrations in his History and 

Guide to East Grinstead and its Environs, published at 
East Grinstead in 1885 by Farncombe & Co. at the 

Observer Office. 	The scenes are easily recognisable. 
Note in the upper picture the penshaped windows at 
the end of Middle Row mentioned in our last issue. 

EAST GRINSTEAD - LOOKINC EAST. 
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EVEkLS 

Some weeks ago I received a telephone call from a very concerned 
lover of old buildings. 	'Severals', he said, 'is gone'. 	He seemed 
not only concerned but also very indignant and surprised. For my 
part I am past being indignant about such things and certainly not 
surprised, as I had known for at least a year it was threatened. 

I was inside it only once - about 1941 I should say - when I 
found it to be a rather nice small building which I would have placed 
towards the end of the 16th century. 	The fact that I made no writ- 
ten record or drawings at the time suggests that I did not find any -
thing remarkable. 

I did, however, notice an object in the cellar, which when dust-
ed off revealed itself as an old signboard with the words 'The May-
pole Inn'. 	I not unnaturally deduced that the house had, not so 
long since, been an inn and given its name to the present Maypole 
Road. 	I think this worth putting on record in case we get a differ- 
ent story springing up later to account for the street name. 

R .T .MASON 

Historically the house is interesting as the only burgage (en-
titling the owner to vote for Members of Parliament) outside the High 
Street. 	This status was important in the l7th-l9th centuries and so 
many deeds and documents relating to it have been preserved at Barbi-
can House, Lewes. 

It stood on land once part of the Common purchased from the 
Crown by the Duffield family in the time of Henry VIII with the site 
of the windmill on the Common 	In 1546  it was called the Newe 
House. 	In 1593  it is referred to as two burgages and two portlarids. 
By 1679  the name had changed to the Maypole (the White House alias 
the Maypole in 1690). Until about 150 years ago it was a pub, 
chiefly remarkable for its Saturday night dances which are said to 
have been famous in the neighbourhood. After becoming a private 
house it was known as Maypole Cottage till a 20th century owner saw 
fit to restyle it Severals. 	But Maypole Road and, by association, 
Garland Road (both laid out c.1885) preserve its name with its sug-
gestion of ancient (though unrecorded) May Day celebrations on the 
adjacent Common. 

It may be worth adding that by the time our Society came into 
being plans for 'developing' Severals were well in hand and it was 
beyond our powers (or finances) to stop them. But that does not 
mean we cannot stop similar situations in the future. 

PPD.WOOD and M.J.LEPPARD 

SACKVILLE COLLEGE 

When generous hearts, far-seeing, set their course, 
And back their visions with a firm intent, 
That even death itself should have no force 
To halt a benefaction, Heaven sent - 
This, noble Dorset, was thy kindly plan, 
Pohumous dreamchild of maturer years, 
To shelter, in old age, thy fellow man, 
And ease his mind of pauper's doubts and fears. 
Decades and generations since have passed, 
Till now long centuries proclaim thy love; 
Kings, queens and princes reign and die at last, 
But still the warming hearth and roof above 
Are there for those whose evening peace attests 
They are, as ever, Robert Sackville's guests. 

C .H.WEBSTER 
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LOCAL HISTORY NOTES AND NEWS 

ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY. Hitherto it seems to have been assumed that this 
area had no Roman archaeology to speak of, apart from two roads and 
some scattered ironworkings. 	Hints keep cropping up, however, that 
there may be more than we think, if only somebody competent would get 
to work, the latest a hilltop fort at Garden Hill. Have we any mem-
ber who would like to assemble the very scrappy known evidence, think 
it over and make plans for future work? 

THE BOROUGH OF EAST GRINSTEAD. The mediaeval rentals referred to in 
nR our last Bulletin are yielding some surprising information 	The 

modern shape of the High Street is now seen to be almost two centur-
ies earlier than thought. Much work is still needed on these docu- 
ments. 	Any offers? Ability to read mediaeval Latin MSS essential. 

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY. Following Mr Leslie's talk readers may like 
to know that the April number of the Sussex I.A. Study Group's News-
letter contains a brief history of the Southdown and East Grinstead 
Breweries (amalgamted into Tamplins 1923). 	The local constituent 
of the company when formed in 1895  was the Hope Brewery which stood 
on the Norton House site. 	A list of threatened important railway 
architecture includes our viaduct (cf. our last issue) and high level 
station. 	There is also a report of the survey of Bowbells iron 
milestones of which Mr Leslie spoke. 	The worst preserved is illus- 
trated: outside 64 London Road, East Grinstead. 	(Information about 
the S.I.A.S.G. from K.C.Leslie, Little Broadmark, Rustington.) 

The SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY NEWSLETTER is to start publication 
in September. 	It will be particularly concerned with local events 
and the activities of societies such as ours. 	Its editor has con- 
tacted our Chairman and hopes (with our support) to make use of our 
Bulletins in his task. 	As a means of contact among kindred groups 
and lovers of Sussex it should be very useful. 	(Information about 
the S.A.S. from the Secretaries, Barbican House, Lewes,) 

THE HISTORY OF A PARISH OR LOCALITY, published by the County Record 
Office, Pelham House, Lewes (2/- plus postage) is an introduction to 
methods of study and material available. The East Grinstead parish 
and Sackville College records are there, with deeds of many local 
properties. 

The foundation of SACKVILLE COLLEGE as an almshouse by Robert Sack-
yule, second Earl of Dorset, and its erection shortly after his 
death in 1608 is commemorated by the sonnet on p.17 written by Mrs. 
Webster, for several years one of the volunteer guides there. 

A brief HISTORY OF THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL produced to mark its demise 
may be had of the Headmaster's Secretary at the School. 	(cf. p.15) 

TOWN ARMS. 	In connection with our last competition the Town Clerk 
Mr H.C. Jones, reminds us that strictly speaking what Thomas Cure ob-
tained for the town in 1572,  though commonly spoken of as a coat of 
arms, was a seal of arms and that it was the U.D.C. which obtained 
the town' first coat in 1954. 

The 11-15 Committee in HORSHAM is trying to save the ancient burgage 
house in London Road known as Bornes from destruction. 	Its argu- 
ments seem sound and our Chairman has added his name, on the Soci- 
ety's behalf, to the organised petition. 	Bearing in mind the ex- 
perience which led to the formation of our Society members may care 
to add their individual protests. 

SOCIETIES SUCH AS OURS were described as 'one of the main bulwarks 
against the growing flow of effluent from our affluent society' by 
Mr Patrick Stirling of the Civic Trust (according to the Daily Tele-
graph). But only three people in a thousand belong to one: 182,000 
in 712 groups. 	So our membership is three times the national 
average 

P.D.WOOD and M.J.LEPPARD 



GATWICK AND US 

Mr Thompson, representing our Society and the Ratepayers' Associ-
ation, and Mrs Wilson of the Chamber of Trade are forming an action 
group, sponsored by the Gatwick Area Conservation Campaign, to organ-
ise East Grinstead's opposition to the proposed sevenfold expansion of 
Gatwick Airport in the next ten years. 	A public meeting has been 
provisionally arranged for 16 September at the Grammar School. Mean-
while information and posters may be had of Mr Thompson (Nenthorne 
East, Hammerwood Road, Ashurst Wood, East Grinstead). 

Why should we bother? In the matter of aircraft noise East 
Grinstead has little to complain about. 	But we are vitally concerned 
with two other aspects: the manner in which the expansion is being 
pushed through and the need to accommodate extra workers and their fam-
ilies together with the additional services and their wbrkers and fam-
ilies - 120,000 people in all, in the equivalent of a town twice the 
size of Crawley. 	One effect would surely be to make East Grinstead 
more of a dormitory and even less of a focus for the area than it is 
now, not to mention extra road traffic and housing.. 

But it is not inevitable. Remember how the ordinary people of 
Stansted successfully contested the proposal to have the third London 
airport there. 	But it needs everyone's support. 

M.J .LEPPARD 

BLOOMING FLOWERS. 	It is hard to know whether to applaud the Coun- 
cil's enthusiastic espousal of 'Britain in Bloom' or to regret the 
results. 	Things on lamp-posts like sawn-off litter baskets, squads 
of flowers in beds maintained by local bodies and flowering cherries 
in the High Street may add aggressively colourful ornamentation but 
do they add beauty, do they enhance the town's charm, are they even 
part of a consistent scheme of decoration? 

M.J.LEPPARD 

QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS from various members 

Could the Society affix plaques to houses of historic interest? K-(jzc 

The route of the Three Bridges railway should be preserved as a public 
footpath and an adventure playground for children. (It is serving as 
both already.) 

What about the crest from the fountain? 	(See our last issue.) MiL- 

What happened to the Bowbells milestone which used to stand outside the 
Open Hearth Cafe in the High Street? Was it misguidedly removed be-
cause so close to the London Road one? There is still a double set at 
Wych Cross. 	 ,4kiTL... 
We ought to do a tree survey. 

Should we republish Edward Steer's reminiscences in full? 	(cf. p.15)t4 

Can we have a talk on local history which will be about people and not 
buildings or the economy? 	 (ALiQA2I. 

The new offices and flats in Cantelupe Road should be called Davies 
House after the poet who once lived on the site.. 

Do we think East Grinstead should try to become a holiday centre? AIL 

Should we have the Blackwell Hollow plaque recut? &I-It- 

ANY COMMENTS? 	If so, please write to the editor, or cut out this list 
and send it with comments on. 	(M.J.Leppard, 150A, London Road.) 



CARING FOR THE PAST: IV. DAMP 

b; M.Fry of the Rentokil Group 

Apart from possible health hazard, damp in walls results in 
spalling plaster, peeling wallpaper, flaking paint, bad staining and, 
frequently, woodrot too. 

Damp-proof courses became obligatory only towards the end of the 
19th century: previously damp caused by moisture rising in walls was 
accepted as almost inevitable. 	The Victorians recommended planting 
laurels and marigolds in humid places to absorb moisture. Filling 
thick walls with rubble went some way but never solved the problem. 
Now, however, a method has been developed which has restored thous-
ands of homes to efficient and pleasant condition. 

Electro-osmotic damp-proofing, as it is termed, consists of 
drilling 1" diameter holes at almost ground level to within a few 
inches of the far side of the wall at set intervals. 	A continuous 
strip of i-" wide copper ribbon is looped into them along a chased-out 
joint between them. 	Copper-clad earth rods (or maybe only one) are 
driven into the ground and connected to the strip. 	The holes are 
filled, the wall repointed and the dampness dries out through natural 
evaporation and does not recur. 

This works by removing the small difference in electric potent-
ial between the wall and the soil which causes the moisture to rise. 
i1th solid walls it is all done from outside with minimum disturbance. 

PAINLESS REACTIONS 

We are most anxious to make this Bulletin a channel of two-way corn-
muncation, so, if you don't feel like writing a letter, perhaps you 
wouldn't mind filling in this form (deleting as aopropriate) and 
sending it to Mr M.J.Leppard, 150A, London Road, East Grinstead. 
You may also care to indicate your reactions to the ideas overleaf. 

cuthere ------------------------------------------------------------- 

My favourite items in the Societyts  Bulletins are: Architectural 
articles; Competitions; Conservation articles; Historical articles; 
Local lore; Pictures of old East Grinstead; Planning articles; Rem-
iniscences. 

The items in the Bulletins I like least are: Architectural articles; 
Competitions; Conservation articles; Historical articles; Local Lore; 
Pictures of old East Grinstead; Planning articles; Reminiscences. 

My favourite meetings are: Architectural talks/films- Conservation 
talks/films; Historical talks/films; Local visits; Planning talks/ 
films; Talks/films that look outside the town. 

The meetings I like least are: Architectural talks/films; Conservat-
ion talks/films; Historical talks/films; Local visits; Planning 
talks/films; Talks/films that look outside the town. 

Ishould like to see in the Bulletin 

I suggest for meetings 

I think the Society should 
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